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HIBERNATING HABITS OF TWO SPECIES OF LADYBIRDS

By DAVID E. FINK, Tmck-crop Insect Investigations, U. S. Department of
Agriculture

Two species of ladybird beetles have similar hibernating habits in
Tidewater, Va., the spotted ladybird (Megilla maculata DeG.), and
the squash ladybird (Epilachna borealis Fab.), the former beneficial,
the latter injurious. Both species were studied while the writer was
stationed at Norfolk, Va., the former in connection with the ladybird
colonization project for that region\ the latter in its role as a pest on
watermelon. It was observed that the beetles of Megilla maculata
have a habit of congregating during late fall on the trunks of trees in
the vicinity of its feeding areas, for concealment in deep crevices or
under loose bark of trees as a protection during the winter months.
Some speculation was indulged in to account for their repeated return
to the same trees year after year, though it was certain, from the
knowledge of their life-history, that the progeny of ladybirds that
hibernated probably were not related any more closely than the fifth
or sixth generation to their ancestors that had occupied the same trees
previously.

HABITS OF MEGILLA MACULATA

During late fall, or after repeated heavy frosts, although aphides
were still present on spinach, kale and cabbage, the ladybirds left
these plants to find shelter elsewhere. In the localities where they
had been artificially colonized, they were observed for several years
seeking the protection afforded by certain trees growing in the imme-
diate vicinity of farm buildings. They were attracted by different
species of trees. In one locality they hibernated every year on pin
oak (Quercus palustris), in another on hard maple (Acer saccharum),
and in other places on red mulberry (Morus rubra) and red cedar
(Juniperus virginiana).
When beginning hibernation the beetles do not alight directly on

the tree trunks, but gather on the ground about the base' of a tree,
afterwards crawling up the trunk and seeking suitable cavities or
loose bark for shelter. They arrive singly and by twos and a cavity
soon harbors several hundred individuals, the size of the colony depend-
ing to some extent on the accommodation of the cavity or crevice.
On large trees many natural shelters occur, and the ladybirds, dis-
covering these, in due course divide into groups and occupy them.
First the cavities on all parts of a tree are occupied, but with colder
weather only the south and east exposures become inhabited. At no

1 Bul. 15, Va. Truck Exp. Sta., Norfolk, Va.., Apr. 1, 1915.
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time during the winter are the ladybirds entirely dormant. The warm
rays of the sun on mild days cause more or less activity among them,
either in the form of an oscillating movement within the shelters or
a migration along the trunk to other cavities.
Other forms of heat cause activity. An instance of this nature

occurred in which a horse left tied close to a tree harboring this lady-
bird had his abdomen almost completely covered with the beetles in
a short time. The heat of the animal had evidently awakened them
to activity and, using the rein as a bridge, they had crawled beneath
the horse's blanket, much to the animal's chagrin, and he was unable
to get rid of them by switching his tail.
Early in spring the beetles leave the trees and scatter in the sur-

rounding fields.
To account for their repeated return to the same trees for successive

years several theories were considered. One theory was that as lady-
birds are known to emit a strong odor, the trees become impregnated
to such a degree as to serve as an attraction to future generations.
Although no such odor could be detected at any time it was thought
possible that our limited olfactory senses failed to detect what was
perhaps quite keen to the insects. Nevertheless the cavities remain
unoccupied for at least eight months of the year, during which time
the tree is constantly exposed to the elements; besides, the odor must
be penetrating to attract the insects from a considerable distance.
Afterwards, the natural odor from the tree was considered as a pos-

sible attraction, yet the variety of trees which they frequent together
with the fact that they also hibernate between boards along fences
and among piled stakes, precludes the serious consideration of this
theory. Experiments were made by confining slabs of bark of oak,
maple, cedar and mulberry in cheesecloth cages and liberating lady-
birds in them to determine whether or not the odor of the bark would
attract them. In every instance the beetles entirely ignored the bark,
preferring to hide in the crevices made by the cloth and supporting
posts. •The possibility of an inherited instinct of attraction to trees was
also considered as a plausible factor. The fact that the beetles return
to the same trees year after year, however, and the further fact that
some individuals hibernate on material other than trees, necessitates
the abandonment of this theory also.
Finally, the conclusion was reached that frequent hibernation on

the same trees is purely accidental, or merely a matter of convenience,
being confined to those beetles in the immediate vicinity and to acci-
·dental individuals from among those hibernating on other material.
The process by which the species manages to assemble on the same
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trees every year is as follows: M egilla maculata feeds almost entirely
on aphides which occur on various crops in near-by fields. As oold
weather approaches the aphides breed in larger numbers on crops
that are more or less protected, as in fields nearest buildings or trees.
Such places are also more favorable to a longer activity of the beetles.
The tendency, therefore, is for the ladybirds gradually to drift from
outlying portions of a field to places near the protected parts where
food is more abundant. In any given locality the conditions are the
same year after year, so that at the end of the growing season the
majority of the beetles are in the neighborhood of trees that are excel-
lently adapted for the purpose of tiding them over the winter months,
irrespective of the fact that these same trees were used the previous
year for the same purpose by the ladybirds' predecessors.

HABITS OF EPILACHNA BOREALIS

The squash ladybird possesses the same habit of seeking trees for
protection during the winter, although it undoubtedly hibernates in
other places. Beetles of this species, however, do not always return
to the same trees, as is the case with Megilla maculata, because their
main food plants are often shifted from one locality to another. Rota-
tion is a very common and successful practice in watermelon culture,
the same field not being used a second time for this crop until the lapse
of four or more years. In other respects the hibernation habits of
these two species are identical; indeed, in the watermelon regions of
Virginia the two species are commonly found hibernating together.
The fact that they do not inhabit the same trees every season was

determined as follows: In one locality they hibernated on hickory
(Hicoria glabra). The following year they were observed on two
large persimmons (Diospyros virginiana) growing in the center of a
watermelon field, and other individuals were found on pines bordering
the same field, but none of the ladybirds occurred on the hickory tree
that they used the previous season, although the fields were only 500
feet apart. In another locality the ladybirds were observed one sea-
son hibernating in old apple trees on the border of a watermelon field.
The following year they hibernated on a row of red cedar (Juniperus
virginiana), and none were found on the apple trees.
The habit of this species of seeking winter quarters according to

convenience seems to confirm the conclusion drawn with respect to the
accidental return of M egilla maculata to the same trees. Both species
are guided in their choices by their feeding habits. With the former
the conditions are more or less fixed,while with the latter crop rotation
involving the insect's food plant causes the beetles to migrate from
field to field.
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